Let X " XX 1 be a random matrix associated with a centered r-column centered Gaussian vector X with a covariance matrix P . In this article we compute expectations of matrix-products of the form ś 1ďiďn pX P vi q for any n ě 1 and any multi-index parameters v i P N. We derive closed form formulae and a simple sequential algorithm to compute these matrices w.r.t. the parameter n. The second part of the article is dedicated to a non commutative binomial formula for the central matrix-moments E prX´P s n q. The matrix product moments discussed in this study are expressed in terms of polynomial formulae w.r.t. the powers of the covariance matrix, with coefficients depending on the trace of these matrices. We also derive a series of estimates w.r.t. the Loewner order on quadratic forms. For instance we shall prove the rather crude estimate E prX´P s n q ď E pX n´P n q, for any n ě 1.
Introduction
Let S r be the set of symmetric prˆrq-square matrices equipped with the Frobenius inner product pS 1 , S 2 q P S 2 r Þ Ñ xS 1 , S 2 y F " TrpS 1 S 2 q. We let I be the identity matrix. Let Sr Ă S r be the cone of positive definite matrices equipped with the Loewner partial order S 1 ď S 2 between quadratic forms induced by the matrices S 1 , S 2 P Sr .
We consider an r-column centered Gaussian vector X with covariance matrix P P Sr , and set X :" XX 1 . When P " I " EpX q, for any n ě 1 we have the more or less well known moment formulae EpX n q " E´}X} 2pn´1q X¯(1)
A proof of the above moment formula is provided in (17) . In addition, we have the binomial formula E rpX´Iq n s " 1 r
In the above display }.} stands for the Euclidian norm on R r . When r " 1 the above formula resumes to
After some elementary computations we find that
In addition, for any r ě 2 we have the estimate E " pX´Iq 2m ı ď E " X 2m ‰´m 2m`pr´2qˆ3 2`r´2 2m´1˙ÿ 1ďkďmˆ2 m 2k´1˙E " X 2k´1 ı (4) Similar estimates can be derived for odd central moments. For completeness the detailed proof of the above formula for even or odd powers are housed in the appendix on page 34.
When P " I we have the well known decomposition X " R U with R " xX, Xy, U " U U 1 , and U " R´1 {2 X. It is well known that R and U are independent. In addition we have TrpU q " 1 with U ě 0 and U 2 " U . The rank one random projections can be interpreted as density matrices. In quantum mechanics, these matrices are the quantum version of probability densities. The computation of expectations trace of powers of density matrices and related quantities is an active research area, see for instance [4] and references therein.
This article is mainly concerned with the extension of the formulae stated above to any covariance matrices.
The random matrix X discussed above has a Wishart distribution with a single degree of freedom. Wishart distributions arise in a variety of fields and more particularly in statistics, quantum physics, engineering, econometrics, as well as in optimization theory, see for instance [1, 2, 3, 4, 15, 17, 18] and references therein. The moments of products of quadratic forms associated to these random positive definite matrices is rather well developed. We refer the reader to the seminal works by J. Magnus [15] , G. Letac and H. Massam [14] (see for instance section 3), and the more recent article by S. Matsumoto [16] .
Very few articles are concerned with the computation of moments of product of random matrices. One of the main reasons is that the computation of these moments requires the use of sophisticated combinatorial tools, such as the Isserlis' theorem (also called the Wick formula). This theorem expresses the product of the entries of Wishart matrices in terms of all possible matching between the indices of the product entries.
The computation of matrix-products moments using these tools leads to sophisticated and computationally too difficult to handle combinatorial structures and expressions. For instance, to the best of our knowledge the Isserlis' theorem has never been used to compute the central matrix-moments of Wishart matrices. Some attempts have been made in [20] , but the central matrix moments formulae stated in lemma 4 in [20] are much coarser than expected and remains without a proof.
Product of the entries of matrices can be also related in a natural way to tensor products and multilinear algebras. In this perspective the combinatorial analysis of quadratic form moments based on Isserlis' theorem can be connected pictorially to wiring diagrams, see for instance section 5.4 in [13] . Another commonly used technique to handle the combinatorial complexity of these expectations is the Weingarten Calculus [19] . This elegant combinatorial calculus allows to compute the moments of the Haar measure on matrix algebras such as the law of the random matrices U discussed above. The central object is the Weingarten function on the symmetric group that encapsulates the combinatorial structure of Wick formula. In this context all moments formulae are expressed in terms of sophisticated formulae based on Mobius inversion and convolutions w.r.t. these functions. We refer the reader to the pioneering article by D. Weingarten [19] , the article by C.B. Collins [5] , and the recent article by B. Collins, S. Matsumoto [5] . One of the main drawbacks of this integration calculus of matrix product elements is the combinatorial complexity of moments formulae expressed in terms of summations over the set of permutations.
As mentioned above the first aim of this article is to compute expectations of matrixproduct of the form Mpvq :" pX P vn q . . . pX P vn q
for any n ě 1, any multi-index parameters v i P N, and any covariance matrix. We derive a simple sequential algorithm and closed form formulae to compute these matrices w.r.t. the parameter n. The second part of the article is dedicated to a non commutative binomial formula for the central matrix-moments E prX´P s n q. For instance we shall prove the rather crude estimate E prX´P s n q ď E pX n´P n q, for any n ě 1. Despite our efforts we have not succeeded in extending these results to more general Wishart matrices. This question remains an important and open research problem that we hope to address in the near future. More detailed comments with a series of comparisons of our results with existing literature are provided in section 2.3.
Statement of the main results
We let N :" Y mě0 N m with the convention N 0 " H. For any v " pv 1 , . . . , v m q P N m we set |v| :" ř 1ďiďm v i . For any m ě 1 we also let 0 m P N m the m-row vector of null entries. We consider the positive map M : N Ñ Sr defined for any m ě 0 by the matrix product moments
with the convention M pHq " I when m " 0. The semi-definite positiveness property M pvq P Sr is a consequence of matrix-polynomial formula (9) stated below. We also consider the weighted matrix product moments
where the summation runs over all v " pv 1 , . . . , v m q P N m s.t. |v| " n For instance when n " 1 " m and v P N we have M pvq " P 1`v and W p1, 1q " 2 P 2 . The weighted moments W can be thought as the non commutative version of the binomial coefficients, in the sense that
The last assertion comes from the fact that
The proof of (7) follows standard computations on binomial coefficients. For the convenience of the reader some properties of the binomial coefficients and the detailed proof of (7) is provided in the appendix on page 32. The computation of the matrix product moments for general multi-indices requires lengthy and sophisticated calculations.
In this notation, our first main result takes basically the following form.
Theorem 1.1. For any pv, pq P pN mˆN q such that |v| " n ě 0 and m ě 1 we have the recursion
and the matrix-polynomial formula
for some non negative parameters ρ M m,n pv, qq, resp. ρ W m,n pqq, which can be explicitly expressed in terms of the parameters pm, n, v, pq, resp. pm, n, vq, and the traces of the covariance matrix powers. In addition, For any 0 ď q ď m`n with n ě 0 and m ě 1 we have the monotone properties
The detailed descriptions of the parameters ρ M m,n pv,and ρ W m,n pqq are provided in section 1.2, on page 6. We already mention that these formula are more or less direct consequences of the recursion (8) .
The proof of the recursion (8) is provided in the appendix on page 28. The proof of (10) is provided on page 24. The proof of the l.h.s. formula in (9) is provided on page 14, and the r.h.s. formula in (9) is proved in section 4. 4 The recursion (8) provides a simple but rather lengthy way to compute sequentially the matrix polynomials M pvq without calculating sums over the set of permutations at every step. For instance, for any pv 1 , v 2 , v 3 q P N 3 we have
Our second main result takes basically the following form. Theorem 1.2. For any n ě 0 have the non commutative binomial formulae
In addition, we have the estimates
The proof of the central moment formula (11) is provided in section 4.3. See also proposition 2.4 for the almost sure version of the binomial formulae (11) .
The proof of the estimates (12) is provided at the end of section 5, on page 27. When P " I using (6) we recover (4) up to some proportional factor; that is we have
Theorem 1.2 can be used to derived several Laplace estimates. For instance for any 0 ď 2t ď 1{TrpP q we have the rather crude estimates
After some elementary manipulations we also have
Some notation
We let xny xmy be the set of all pnq m :" n!{pn´mq! one to one mappings from rms :" t1, . . . , mu into rns, with m ď n. Let G n " xny xny be the symmetric group of permutations over the set rns. For any σ P G n , |σ| stands for the number of cycles in σ, and Cpσq the set of cycles of σ. To have some canonical decomposition of permutations into cycles, we cyclically rearrange each cycle so that it begins with its largest element and cycles are ordered in increasing order of their largest elements. For any v P N n and any a P xny xmy with m ď n we set
In this notation, by theorem 3.1 in [14] for any v P N n we have the trace formula
14)
For any m, n, p P N we also set ∆ m,n :" t0, . . . , muˆt0, . . . , nu ∆ m,n ppq :" tpk, lq P ∆ m,n : k`l " pu
The polynomial descriptions (9) of the matrix product moments pM, W q are defined in terms of the array of traces t v pk, lq defined for any pv, pk, lqq P pV m,nˆ∆m,n q by t v pk, lq :" pmq´1 k ÿ aPAv pk,lq t va with A v pk, lq :" ta P xmy xky : vpaq " lu
Observe that for any v P V m,n we have
When l " 0 we have V m,0 " t0 m u thus we have
Tr´P |c|W e consider the coordinate projection mappings π, π`on N defined for any n ě 1 and any pv 1 , . . . , v n q P N n by πpvq " pv 1 , . . . , v n´1 q P N n´1 and π`pvq " v n P N We let T pm, nq P Sr and W pm, nq P Sr be the collection of weighted matrix moments defined for any pm, nq P pN ‹ˆN q by
We also consider their traces τ pm, nq :" Tr pT pm, nqq and ̟pm, nq :" Tr pW pm, nqq
For instance for m " 1 we have
For any m, n, p P N and v P V m,n we consider the collection of trace functions
We use the convention τ p0, nq " 1 n"0 so that for any q ă m`n ρ W m,n pqq "
For q " m`n we have the boundary value
This yields the formula
2 Some preliminary results
Complete Bell polynomials
Taking the trace in (17) we obtain for any n ě 1 the recursion
he last assertion is a direct consequence of the trace formula (14) obtained by Letac and Massam in [14] (see for instance theorem 3.2 in the present article). Formula (18) can also be checked using the cycle index formula of the symmetric group. Recalling that X is distributed according to the Wishart distribution with a single degree of freedom and covariance matrix P , for any 2t ă TrpP q we also have
E pX exp ptX" E rexp pt xX, Xyqs rI´2t P s´1P (20) Thus, the formula (17) and the recursion (18) can also be deduced from the Laplace formulae (19) and (20) . The proof of (19) and (20) follows standard calculations. To be completed the detailed proofs are provided in the appendix, on page 39. Next we provide a simple alternative proof and an explicit formula in terms of complete Bell polynomials.
The exponential Faa di Bruno formula applied to (19) reads
with the complete Bell polynomials given by the formula
The above formula can be proved directly from the recursion (18) . For a more thorough discussion on Bell polynomial we refer to [5] .
Combining this formula with (17) we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1. For any n ě 1 we have
The estimate (22) is a direct consequence of the following lemma of its own interest also proved in the appendix, on page 29. Lemma 2.3. We let pf, gq be some non negative functions on N such that gpnq Ps0, 1{2s and for any n ě 1
gpn´kq f pkq and ρpgq :" sup ně1 rgpn`1q{gpnqs ă 8
In this situation, for any n ě 1 we have
Indeed, applying this lemma to the recursion (18) with
The end of the proof is now a direct consequence of (17).
Extended binomial coefficients
The extended binomial coefficient associated with some function β : n P N Þ Ñ β n P N are given by the formulâ
with the convention˜ÿ
when m " n " 0. We recover the conventional definition of the binomial coefficients when β n " 1 is the unit function. For a more thorough discussion on the combinatorial properties of extended binomial coefficients and their relations with partial Bell polynomials we refer the reader to the articles [6, 7, 8] . We set
with the mapping n P N Þ Ñ t n pX q defined in (13) . We also have
As in (6), we prove this claim using (7) and the binomial formula stated in lemma 5.5 in the appendix on page 30.
Proposition 2.4. For any n ě 0 have the almost sure non commutative binomial formulae
The proof of (24) is provided in section 4.3.
Combining (23) with (24) when P " I the binomial formula (24) resumes to
Comparisons with existing literature
The literature in statistics abounds with formulae to compute expectations of product of quadratic forms ś 1ďiďm xX, Q i Xy where Q i is a given collection of symmetric matrices. See for instance [10, 14, 15, 16] , and references therein. When all the matrices Q i " Q are equal by lemma 2.3 in [15] we have
where X is an r-column centered Gaussian vector X with a covariance matrix P :" P 1{2 QP 1{2 , and M p0 m q " E`X m˘w ith X X 1 . In this situation, the recursions (8) and (18), as well as corollary 2.1 can be used to compute sequentially or by summation over increasing sequences of integers these n-moments. This result is rather well known. For instance by lemma 2.2 in Magnus [15] these moments are known to be polynomial in the variables TrpP k q. The first 10 moments are also given in Kendall and Stuart [10] . As usual, the general case can deduced from the one discussed above using the polarization formulae
hich is valid for any sequence of centered and independent random variables pW i q iě1 with unit variance, and independent of X. This polarization formula is rather well known. For completeness a detailed proof is provided in the appendix, on page 40. The main drawback of this polarization technique is that it gives polynomial formulae with signed coefficients. Thus it cannot be used to derive useful estimates for central moments.
As mentioned in the introduction, very few articles are concerned with computation of product matrix-moments. Two notable exceptions can be underlined.
In [14] Letac and Massam design an elegant approach to compute expectations of polynomials functions P pX q w.r.t. the entries of Wishart random matrices X with any degree of freedom, under the assumption that P pX q only depends on the eigenvalues of the matrix X . The prototype of polynomials consider in this article are the determinant detpX q and the trace of powers TrpX m q n . As underlined by the authors these sophisticated mathematical objects doesn't provide a simple closed form solution but a relatively simple algorithm to compute expectations of power polynomial such as X n or X´1. The article by C. Kim and C. Kang [11] also proposes a tensor approach to compute the skewness of Wishart matrices.
Using Isserlis' theorem Zhu proves in [20] that for any n ě 2 we have
The author also states without proof that for any n ě 5 we have
The estimates (12) are rigorously proved and they clearly improve (28). Also observe that the estimate (22) yields the rather crude upper bound
as soon as n ą 1. In the last assertion we have used the fact that P k ď TrpP q k I and
The above estimate improves (27) as soon as n ě 3.
3 Matrix product moments
A matrix version of Letac-Massam trace formula
For any n ě 1, we equip the cartesian product S n r with the product operations
. . , P n Q n q and the directed product P n " ź 1ďiďn P i " P 1 P 2 . . . P n for any P " pP 1 , . . . , P n q and Q " pQ 1 , . . . , Q n q. When P i " P sometimes we write P instead of pP, . . . , P q. In this notation for any P P S r we have P ‚ Q " pP Q 1 , . . . , P Q n q and P n " P . . . P loomoon n-times
In this notation, for any v " pv 1 , . . . , v n q P N n we have
For any σ P G n and i P rns we let cpi, σq be the the cycle of σ containing i and set Cpi, σq :" Cpσq´tcpi, σqu.
Let Q " pQ 1 , . . . , Q n q P S r be a sequence of symmetric matrices. For a cycle c of length |c| " q we set For any v " pv 1 , . . . , v n q P N n we also set v " pv 1 , . . . , v n q P N n with v i " 1`v i .
Definition 3.1. We let c 5 pi, σq be the rooted cycle deduced from cpi, σq by removing the state i with adding the edge c p´1 pi, σq Ñ c p`1 pi, σq. We also assume that the root of the cycle c 5 pi, σq is c p`1 pi, σq; that is, we have
). For any n ě 1 and any Q " pQ 1 , . . . , Q n q P S r we have
In particular for any v P N n we have the matrix polynomial formula
The proof of this proposition is housed in the appendix on page 27.
A polynomial expansion
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the l.h.s. formula (9) . We associate with v P N m`1 and i P rms the mappings
In this notation the recursion (8) takes the form
for any m ě 1 and v P N m`1 . More generally, for any 1 ď k ď m and any one to one mapping a P xmy xky we let
be the sequence defined as v by deleting the pm`1q-th coordinate and ordered sequence of coordinates apσp1qq ă . . . ă apσpkqq where σ P G k stands for an ordering permutation. More precisely, for any v " pv 1 , . . . , v m`1 q we have
Proof. For any a P xmy xky we set
When k " 1 sometimes we write´δá p1q , δ ap1q¯i nstead of pδá , δ a q.
Observe that for any v P N m`1 and any 1 ď i ă m´k the i-th coordinate of
is given by an unique index bpiq P rms´arks; that is we have that
We let a i be the extension of a P xny xky to the set rk`1s defined by
Observe that a P xmy xky Þ Ñ a i P xmy xk`1y and δ i pδ a pvqq "`δí pδ a pvqq, δ a pvq i˘"`δá i pvq, v a i pk`1q˘" δ a i pvq P N m´k
In this notation we have π pδ a pvqq " δá pvq and π`pδ a pvqq " apkq (32)
In particular, when k " 1 for any a P xmy x1y , v P N m`1 we have
In addition, the i-th coordinate of
with i P rm´1s is given by some index bpiq P rms´tap1qu. If we set a i p1q " ap1q and a i p2q " bpiq we define a mapping a i P xmy x2y such that
The above lemma now implies that for any m ą 1 and v P N m`1
Iterating this procedure we find that
We end the proof recalling that for any a P xmy xm´1y we have rms´arm´1s " tju :" a j pmq ùñ δ a pvq " pv a j pmq , v a j pm´1with a j pm´1q " apm´1q
This yields the decomposition
This ends the proof of the proposition.
Now we are in position to prove the polynomial formulae (9) . Proof of (9) : For any a P xmy xky we have δá pvq " v b :" pv bp1q , . . . , v bpm´kwith b P xmy xm´ky given by pbp1q, . . . , bpm´kqq " p1, . . . , apσp1qq´1, apσp1qq`1, . . . , apσpkqq´1, apσpkqq`1, . . . , mq
This implies that
vpaq`vpbq " m`|v| ùñ vpaq " m`|v|´vpbq " m`|v|´pm´kq´vpbq " |v|`k´vpbq
Up to a change of index this yields In particular when pv, lq P N m`1 , and n P N are chosen such that |v| " n we find the formula
In addition, for any v P N m`1 with |v| " n we have
This ends the proof of the l.h.s. formula in (9).
4 A non commutative binomial formulae
Quadratic forms and extended binomial coefficients
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the first part of theorem 1.2.
Definition 4.1. For any k, l, n ě 0, and pQ, xq P pS rˆR r q we set Q rns pxq :" ÿ k`l"n Q rk,ls pxq with the matrix functionals Q rk,ls pxq :"
In the above display, the summation is taken over integers k, l ě 0. We also consider the quadratic polynomial functions defined by the normalized trace formula
Next lemma provides an recursive formula for computing sequentially the quadratic form functionals Q rns . Lemma 4.2. We have Q r0s pxq " xx 1 and for any n ě 0
2Q
rn`1s pxq´"Q rn`1,0s pxq`Q r0,n`1s pxq ı " Q Q rns pxq`Q rns pxq Q
Proof. We have
and for any n ě 0 we have
This ends the proof of the lemma.
Definition 4.3. For any given parameter n let
be the functions with support I k,n " pt0, . . . , kuˆR r q defined for any k ă n by the the backward recursions @pl, xq P pNˆR r q Ξ l k,n pxq "
with the constant boundary condition function Ξ l n,n pxq " 1 tnu plq.
In terms of extended binomial coefficients we have
with the conventionŝ´1
The equivalent formula (37) comes from the fact that
Iterating this procedure we check (37). The above formula shows that Ξ l k,n only depends on the parameters pn´kq and pk´lq. Lemma 4.4. For any n ě 0 and l ď n we have Ξ l n,n`1 " s n´l . In addition, for any k, l P N we have Ξ
Proof. Observe that for any k ă n we have
For any n ě 1 we also have
In addition, for any 1 ď l ď n we have
This also shows that Ξ 0 n,n`1 " s n . More generally for any k, l P N we have
We prove this assertion using a backward induction w.r.t. the parameter k. The result has been checked for k " n´1. Assume it has been checked at rank k`1. In this case we have
An almost sure binomial formula
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. For any pn, x, Qq P pNˆR rˆS r q we have the non commutative binomial formula`x
with the function spxq and binomial coefficients defined in (35) and (37).
Proof. We prove (39) by induction w.r.t. the parameter n. For n " 0 the proof of the formula is immediate. We assume that it has been proved at some rank n ě 0. We use the decomposition
Observe that
Simplifying the first term and applying twice (38) we have
rls pxq´"Q rl,0s pxq`Q r0,ls pxq ıı using the backward induction formula, this yields the formula
This ends the proof of the theorem.
Central matrix moments
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the non commutative binomial formulae (24) and (11) . stated in the first part of theorem 1.2. Using (39) for any n ě 1 we have
n´1q´pl`1q k´l˙s pXq P rls pXq with the trace mapping s n pxq :" xx, P n xy. This ends the proof of (24).
Taking the expectation, we also have
By (29) for any w`u " l we also have
This yields
This ends the proof of (11). When n " 2m we have
When n " 2m`1 we have
This ends the proof of the (24) and (11).
Weighted matrix product moments
This section is mainly concerned with the proof of the r.h.s. polynomial formulae stated in (9) . By (34) we find that
This implies that
Changing the index we conclude that
In summary we have
Recalling that
e check the r.h.s. assertion using the fact that
his implies that
This ends the proof of the l.h.s. formulae stated in (9).
Some moments estimates
Definition 5.1. For any 1 ď i ď m we let θ i and θì : v P N m`1 Þ Ñ θì pvq P N m be the contraction mappings defined by
By the symmetry of the trace
Tr pM pθ i pv(41) Lemma 5.2. For any v P N m`1 we havê
Proof. By (40) he recursion (8) implies that
The last assertion comes from the symmetry of the trace and the fact that Tr pM pπpvI ě M pπpvq. Summing over all 1 ď j ď m we find that
he proof of the lemma is now completed.
Lemma 5.3. Let F be some function from Y mě1 N m into r0, 8r Assume that for any v P N m`1 we have
for some ǫ m P r0, 1s. In this situation we have
as well as
The proof of the above technical lemma is housed in the appendix on page 32. Next proposition is pivotal in the proof of the estimates (10) stated in theorem 1.1.
Proposition
Proof. Taking the trace in (42) and using (41) we have
Tr pM pvqq ě 2ˆ1`1 2m˙ÿ 1ďjďm Tr rM pθ j pvqqs
The end of the proof is now a direct consequence of the lemma 5.3. The proof of the proposition is completed
We are now in position to prove the estimates (10) stated in the second part of theorem 1.1
Proof of (10):
Thus, by (16) , for any q ď m`n we have
y (15) we also have the decomposition ρ W m´1,n`1 pqq " 1 qăm`n ÿ pk,lqP∆ m´1,n pqq 2 k pm´1q kˆq`1 l˙τ pm´1´k, n`1´lq
omparing the summands associated with l " n ùñ k " q´n this implies that
2 q´pn`1q pm´1q q´pn`1qˆq`1 n`1˙τ pm`n´q, 0q * Using proposition 5.4 we have @n ă q ă n`m τ pm`n´pq`1q, 1q ď 1 2ˆ1´1 m`n´q˙τ pm`n´q, 0q
and
The latter yields the estimate
from which we prove that
In the same vein, we have
This yields the lower bound
We conclude that for any m ě 1 and n ě 0 we have
This yields for any m ě 1 and n ě 0 the rather crude estimate
By (9) we also have
This ends the proof of the estimates (10).
We end this section with the proof of the estimates (12) . By (10) we have
as soon as m ě 1.
In the same way we have
This ends the proof of (12).
We further assume that
l`e l e 1 kf or some 1 ď k, l ď r, where e k stands for the (column) vector on the unit sphere defined for any 1 ď i ď r by e k piq " 1 k"i . In this case, for any σ P G n we have
Let q be the length of the cycle cpn, σq. Observe that
This ends the proof of the first assertion. The last assertion comes from the fact that
Proof of the recursion (8)
Every permutation σ of G m`1 can be decomposed in an unique way as σ " ν˝τ i , for some ν P G m (extended to G m`1 by setting νpm`1q " m`1) and a transposition τ i of the indices i and pm`1q with 1 ď i ď m. When i " pm`1q we clearly have the cycle decomposition
This implies that the only cycle containing pm`1q is the 1-cycle cpm`1, ν˝τ m`1 q " pm`1q
and the cycles that doesn't contained pm`1q are given by all the cycles of ν; that is we have Cpm`1, ν˝τ m`1 q " Cpνq This yields the decomposition
On the other hand, for any 1 ď i ď m the cycle cpm`1, ν˝τ i q can be expressed as
is the cycle of ν containing i. This shows that |cpm`1, ν˝τ i q| " |cpi, νq|`1 ùñ vpcpm`1, ν˝τ i" |cpi, νq|`1`vpcpi, νqq`v m`1 and
The end of the proof of (8).
Proof of lemma 2.3
We have
Some combinatorial formulae
We recall that number of solutions to the equation
with j 1 , . . . , j n´k P N is given by the binomial coefficient pk´lq`pn´kq´1 pk´lq˙"ˆn´p l`1q k´lİ n addition we have
roof. We use Pascal triangle formulâ n`1 k˙"ˆn k˙`ˆn k´13
This readily implies that
his shows that
ow we prove the following formulâ
y induction w.r.t. the parameter 0 ď m ď k´2. The result is immediate for m " 0 using Pascal triangle formula. Indeed we havê n`1 k˙"ˆn k˙`ˆn k´1"ˆn´1 k˙`ˆn´1 k´1˙`ˆn´1 k´1˙`ˆn´1 k´2"ˆn´1 k˙`2ˆn´1 k´1˙`ˆn´1 k´2Ẇ e further assume that the formula is true at rank m. In this situation, using Pascal formula we have
The end of the proof of the induction is now clear, thus it is skipped. This completes the proof of the lemma. Now we come to the proof of (7). Proof of (7): The above lemma implies that
with the mappings θ i introduced in definition 5.1. We recall that
This yields for any non negative function F the estimate
F pvq from which we find the estimate (44).
We want to check that
By (7) this implies that
Changing the index 1`n´|v|´j by v j ě 1 in each summand we find that
On the other hand we have Proof of the estimates (3) and (4) The binomial formula (2) is a direct consequence of (25).
The case r " 1
This shows that EppX 2´1 q n q " z n p0q`ÿ 1ďkďn p´1q k z n pkq with z n pkq :"ˆn k˙E pX 2pn´k" p2pn´kq´1q k`1 n´kˆn k`1˙E pX 2pn´pk`1" pk`1qˆ2´1 n´k˙z n pk`1q ą pk`1q z n pk`1q for any k ă n. Equivalently, we have z n pk`1q " 1 2pk`1q 1 1´1 2pn´kq¯z n pkq
When n " 2m`1 is an odd integer, arguing as above we have The case r ě 2
Let R " xX, Xy and U " X {R. Recalling that R and U are independent and using (25) we readily check that
pr`2lq
ff I
This implies that E rpX´Iq n s " z n p0q I`ÿ 1ďkďn p´1q k z n pkq I " E rX n s`ÿ 1ďkďn p´1q k z n pkq I with the collection of parameters z n pkq :"ˆn k˙1 r ź 0ďlăn´k pr`2lq " k`1 n´k p2pn´kq´p2´rqq z n pk`1q " 2pk`1qˆ1´1´r {2 n´k˙z n pk`1q
5.1 Proof of the Laplace formula (19) and (20) B t E pexp ptX" exp "´1 2 log pdetprI´2t P sqq
This ends the proofs of (19) and (20) .
Proof of the polarization formula (26)
To check this claim, observe that 
